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In Trace Numbers, your child will practice holding a pencil or crayon correctly and tracing over each

number 0 to 25. Your child will develop the fine motor control needed for kindergarten while also

learning numbers!
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Got my daughters books in today. Very excited to get her to learn her numbers before pre-k. Books

were packaged well no damage. Once i looked inside books i can see where people get

disappointed. Theres only one line for each number for them to trace. I told myself she'd be done

with book before she actually learned anything. I came up with the alternative of cutting pages and

putting in plastic sleeves in a binder so we can simply wipe away and keep on practicing. If you

don't want to waste no money you can always print out these type of worksheets online for free but i

decided to use these with the color and drawings. Overall im content but do wish they had more

work in them.

Not what I was expecting. You can get better material for tracing letters and numbers for free on

line. Go to lilbunnyhops.com.



VERY short book and the numbers are all very large. We used in conjunction to several other

number practice books. Would not be good enough on its own. There are several other books that

would serve your child better. The kumon series being one of them.

Really disappointed in this material. There isn't a lot of content. You basically have a 1/2 page for

numbers under 1 to 10 and 1 page for each number 11 to 25. On the positive side, there is a page

for 0 which is so often left out. On most pages,there are 3-5 numbers written on a line which can be

traced with a crayon or pencil. Some pages get a little more creative and the child is supposed to

find the number in a water droplet, house, maze, etc. There are milestone review pages for 1-10,

11-15, 16-20, and 21-25 along the way. At the end, there is a review of 1-25 and two pages of fill in

the missing number.If all the pages were just number tracing, I would have at least been able to pull

those out and put them in plastic sleeves so they could have been used with dry erase markers.

However, there are enough "special" pages that I don't even think that is a good option. In my

opinion, save your money and look for free printables on Pinterest. Even better, check out Teachers

Pay Teachers. You can definitely find better packages for about the same cost if you don't mind

printing the material.

Dover produces the best coloring books on the planet for the best price hands down, I highly

recommend this for any younger child that can hold a crayon and is learning numbers. Even if they

don't get it completely it certainly will help them understand.

Great book, I bought it for my 4 yr old twins and they Loved it. It really helped them learn to hold a

pencil and develop their motor skills, most importantly it kept them enthused about it. Great quality

book, thick pages nice pictures to keep little ones interested. I'd let them do 2 or 3 pages, but if it

was up to them they do the whole book at one time. I just hope I can keep them enthusiasm for

learning at this level They now graduated to uppercase letters, I can see that 'my first book of

tracing' helped them with there letters.

Not a ton of space to practice, but it gets the job done. It advertises that it only has 30 something

pages, so it isn't shocking that there are only 30 or so pages........ Anyway, this is a great starter

book.

As a preschool teacher I feel like there wasn't enough content to use as master copies for my kids.



The title is pretty explanatory but its one to two number set to a page and we do more then trace

numbers in my classroom.
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